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FlyingKittens

About Us
Arthur Xin Harry Potter 

Viola Liang

We are students in computer
science and film creation



Our Project
We created a text-based interactive role-playing detective novel 
game that allows users to uncover new clues and drive the plot 

development through input statements.

The method we used to create the game can be summarized as 
a game engine.



Our Project

We are planning to create an immersive and interactive novel gaming engine. 
With the engine, One can easily transform a role-playing Novel to a immersive 
novel. Then deploy the immersive novel to a chat-based interactive game.



How do we do it? Claude.
Script understanding

Play an assistant role to make all 
operation available by chatting

Evaluate the user's reasoning

Help user to find new clues and 
promote the development of the plot



Our Challenges

Hallucination Reveal the 
follow-up plot think aloud

Amnesia
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Future Prospects 

Multiplayer game mode, Players of different 
languages can play together without barriers.

Real-time scene images change with the 
player’s input.

Custom script, we are excited to provide a 
platform to let writer submit their own 
script. The Claude is also used to review the 
content of a script and assess whether it is 
harmful or not.

Clues hidden deeper and More detailed 
story.



IP(Intellectual Property) adaptation

Embed other games

A new game types

Business Prospects 



Game link

English version : https://arthurxin-flyingkittens-game-
en.streamlit.app/

Chinese version : https://arthurxin-flyingkittens-game-
cn.streamlit.app/

https://arthurxin-flyingkittens-game-en.streamlit.app/
https://arthurxin-flyingkittens-game-en.streamlit.app/
https://arthurxin-flyingkittens-game-cn.streamlit.app/
https://arthurxin-flyingkittens-game-cn.streamlit.app/


Thank you

If you are interested in our project and want to connect us :

violaleung0321@gmail.com r1002256018@gmail.com xinhongyu731@gmail.com

mailto:violaleung0321@gmail.com
mailto:r1002256018@gmail.com
mailto:xinhongyu731@gmail.com
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